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Synopsis 

Beatrice Prior is on the brink of a decision that will 

change her life. In a society divided into factions all 

are forced to choose where they belong. And the 

choice Tris makes shocks everyone, including 

herself.  

Once decisions are made, the new members are 

forced to undergo extreme initiation tests with 

devastating consequences. As their experience 

transforms them, Tris must determine who her 

friends are – and if the man who both threatens 

and protects her is really on her side. 

Because Tris has a deadly secret. And as growing 

conflict threatens to unravel their seemingly 

perfect society, this secret might save those Tris 

loves... or it might destroy her. 

 

Year 8 Reading List 

Divergent 

Divergent : Activities 

Complete at least one of the following activities when you have read the 

book and submit it to your English teacher to get a signature in your planner 

and receive 5 HPs. 

1. Complete the Divergent quiz. 

2. Write a book review, giving your thoughts and feelings about the story. 

Enjoyed this book? Try these… 

o Insurgent by Veronica Roth 

o Allegiant by Veronica Roth 

o The Host by Stephanie Meyer 

o The Hunger Games series by Suzanne Collins 

o The Maze Runner series by James Dashner 

 

 



 
 

The Divergent Quiz 

Chapter 1 

1) What is the big event taking place on 

the day that book starts? 

2) What are the names of the five 

factions? 

 

Chapter 2 

3) What faction is Tori from? 

4) What happens to Beatrice during the 

test? 

 

Chapter 3 

5) What result does the test give 

Beatrice? 

6) What happens to the factionless 

people in society? 

 

Chapter 4 

7) What does Beatrice’s father do for a 

living? 

8) Which two factions does Beatrice say 

she definitely wouldn’t choose? 

 

Chapter 5 

9) What substance represents Dauntless 

at the Choosing Ceremony? 

10)  Which faction does Caleb choose? 

 

Chapter 6 

11)  Who was the first to jump? 

12)  What is the unflattering name some 

people give to Abnegation people? 

 

Chapter 7  

13)  Who gives the new initiates a tour of 

the Dauntless headquarters? 

14)  Who can’t stop crying on the first 

night in Dauntless?  

 

Chapter 8  

15)  What faction was Will originally 

from? 

16)  What irreversible fashion choice does 

Tris make? 

 

Chapter 9 

17)  What does Eric do to Christina after 

her fight? 

18)  Which two people help Christina? 

 

Chapter 10 

19) Who wins the fight between Tris and 

Peter? 

20)  Why does Tris feel conflicted about 

seeing her parents? 

 

Chapter 11 

21)  How does Tris describe her current 

ranking? 

22) Which friend from her old life does 

Tris bump into? 

 

Chapter 12 

23)  Where do the new initiates go on 

their field trip? 

24)  What is Four afraid of? 

 

Chapter 13 

25)  Why does Tris speak up against Eric? 

26)  Why does Four think Tris should 

thank him? 

 

Chapter 14 

27)  Why do Molly and Peter pick on 

Beatrice? 

28)  Who winds the fight between Molly 

and Beatrice?  



 
 

Chapter 15 

29)   Who comes to visit Tris on Visiting 

Day? Was she expecting to see 

someone else? 

30)  What faction was her mother 

originally? How does Tris know? 

 

Chapter 16 

31)  How does Al feel about Tris? 

32)  What happened to Edward?  

 

Chapter 17 

33)  Where does Uriah take Tris? 

34)  Why did Christina almost punch an 

Erudite? 

 

Chapter 18 

35)  What’s the first thing Tris experiences 

in the simulation? 

36)  Who came second to Four in his 

training year? 

 

Chapter 19 

37)  Why are Beatrice and Caleb 

mentioned in the paper? 

38)  What does Four warn Tris about? 

 

Chapter 20 

39)  What does Four figure out about Tris 

during the simulation? 

40)  Why does Tori want to help 

Divergent people? 

 

Chapter 21 

41)  How does Tris rank in Stage 2? 

42)  Who attacks Tris? Why do you think 

this is? 

 

 

 

Chapter 22 

43)  What words does Tris wake up to see 

painted on the white wall? 

44)  Why does Four think Al was involved? 

 

Chapter 23 

45)  What does Tris think Four might be 

jealous of? 

46)  Does Tris accept Al’s apology? 

 

Chapter 24 

47)  Who died? How? 

48)  How do you think Four feels about 

Tris? Why do you think this? 

 

Chapter 25 

49)  What is Four’s real name? 

50) Why does he have a bad relationship 

with his father? 

 

Chapter 26 

51)  What test result did Tobias get? 

52)  Why does Tobias like Tris so much? 

 

Chapter 27 

53) Whose fear landscape will the new 

recruits use? 

54)  Why does Tobias call Tris ‘pathetic’? 

 

 Chapter 28 

55)  Who does Tris go to visit? 

56)  Who is Jeanine? 

 

Chapter 29 

57)  What ceremony does Tris attend? 

58)  Who injects Tris with the serum 

needed for the fear landscape? 

 



 
 

Chapter 30 

59)  What is the second fear that Tris 

faces in the simulation? 

60)  What is the last? 

 

Chapter 31 

61)  How many fears did Tris have in total 

to overcome? 

62)  How does Tobias feel about Tris by 

the end of this chapter? 

 

Chapter 32 

63)  What is Christina afraid of? 

64)  What does Tris realise after her kiss? 

 

Chapter 33 

65)  Why was every member of Dauntless 

injected with the ‘tracker’? 

66)  Why does Tris give herself away? 

 

Chapter 34 

67)  Who is the leader that has 

masterminded this operation? 

68)  What happens to Tobias? 

 

Chapter 35 

69)  Who arrives to help Tris? 

70)  What does her mother reveal about 

Divergent people? 

 

Chapter 36 

71)  What is described as ‘a good death’? 

72)  Who is Marcus? 

 

Chapter 37 

73)  How does the small group escape? 

74)  Who is the Dauntless soldier at the 

end of the chapter? 

 

Chapter 38 

75)  How does Tobias react to seeing Tris? 

76)  Why does he react in this way? 

 

Chapter 39 

77)  How did Tris snap Tobias out of the 

hallucination? 

78)  How does the book end? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Book Review 

 

What happened in the story?  What was the story about? 

 

 

How did the events of the story follow on from each other?  

 

 

What was the climax of the story?  How did it end?   

 

 

Who were the main characters? Did they change, if so how? 

 

 

Was there anything interesting about the way it was written? Was it 

written in first or third person?  

 

 

Was it a good story?  Why?  

 

 

What was your favourite moment in the story? Why?  

 

 

Would you recommend this book? Who would you recommend it to? 

 

 


